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ABSTRACT

In the last few years, we can see in Russia the amplification of interest to problems of
seismic isolation for potentially dangerous objects as the most effective way to alleviate
the possible damage. This material comprises the data which characterize the level of
theoretical design and experimental studying of seismic isolation systems of for NPP
components and structures.

INTRODUCTION

Main hazard for technical and process systems of nuclear power objects are heavy
mechanical effects of earthquakes. Under these conditions the peak parameters of
accelerations which affect the buildings, equipment, engineering utility systems depend
on high building marks and alter from parts to several g. So, application of seismic
isolation receives special importance for the structures, located in seismic risk areas.

The fact that we can't predict earthquake epicenter location, as well as intensity
relations of seismic effect components cause the necessity to apply multicomponent
characteristics: both horizontal and vertical seismic isolation to achieve universal
protection level.

1. GENERAL SYSTEMS OF SEISMIC ISOLATION

Depending on the designation: seismic isolation of an object as a whole (for example,
a reactor building), separate rooms, responsible equipment and engineering
communications, facilities of seismic isolation can be considered as general, group and
local ones.

Taking into account the distinctions in inertial and dimensional characteristics of the
objects to be protected, and the level of their seismic stability in seismic isolation systems
several types of seismic isolators are applied.

At present in Russia we have stock-produced supporting pneumatic and pneumatic
hydraulic isolators of different load-carrying capacity, used in low-frequency systems of
seismic isolation. Conventional design of such isolators is shown on figure 1. Usually, it is
a block of seismic isolators which consistes of a common steel part and a set of the
seismic isolators. This common steel part ensures the horizontal displacement and the
seismic isolators ensure vertical displacement. Depending on the number of the seismic
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isolators in the block its load-carrying capacity varies from tens of tons to thosand tons.
Application of seismic isolation for protection of the most responsible equipment,

including the equipment of localization systems, has some special features, connected
with opportunity of selective isolating of seismic reaction components of bearings of the
products in the required frequency area. Under such conditions it is possible to use
devices with lower load-carrying capacity on the basis of stock-produced pneumatic and
elastic-plastic isolators.

General systems of seismic isolation of nuclear power station facilities ("nuclear
island" as a whole, reactor building, reactors of different types), are based on using,
mainly, rubber or steel rubber isolators and are intended to decrease the horizontal
component of seismic effect. To make the universality of the structure more full in
Russia for the new-generation mean-power NPS of enhanced safety (VVER-640) we use
effective multicomponent low-frequency system of seismic isolation designed for seismic
response with an acceleration up to 0.5 g. This system is to be placed below the reactor
building slab.

This seismic isolation system which we want to discuss here is based upon the use of
pneumatic isolators of original design. The pneumatic isolators in question are combined
into seismic isolating devices, which are installed on the foundation of the structure
between the lower and the upper base slabs. Arrangement of seismic isolation facilities
in plan is subject to the structural features and stiffness characteristics of the structure,
as well as to condition of uniform loading of the facilities.

In this case between the building base slabs there is formed interlayer which is
vertically and horizontally compliant and isolates the reactor building against seismic
wave propagation.

Each seismic isolation facility consists of a rocking-type central rack and pneumatic
isolators fixed with the help of bracings. Number of isolators specifies carrying capacity
of the whole facility from three hundreds to one thousand tons. The upper and bottom
ends of the central rack of the seismic isolation device are almost spherical. This
provides free rotation of the facility relatively the vertical axis.

Due to rotation of the rack the superstructure can perform horizontal movement.
The central rack itself is made as two cylinders one of which can move in vertical
direction relatively the other one. The superstructure moves in vertical direction thanks
to elastic properties of the "air spring" which is ensured by a design of pneumatic
isolators consisting of an outer case, inner case (plunger) and rubber-cord cover which
seals a gap between the plunger and the case. Pneumatic isolator is filled with gas
(nitrogen, air) under pressure of about sixty atmospheres.

When the load to the isolator is changing its design provides for plunger movement
relatively the case due to change of pressure inside the case and elastic properties of the
rubber-cord cover. One of such isolators is additionally installed inside the central rack.
At vertical displacement of a movable cylinder of the central rack the plungers of all
pneumatic isolators displace simultaneously relatively their casings. Thus, this design of
seismic isolation ensures free motion of the superstructure under the action of seismic
force inertia in all directions (vertical and horizontal) with return into the initial position
when the action is over.

Technical characteristics of the seismic isolation system for the NPP VVER-640
reactor building are as follows:

Seismic input - up to 05 g
Mass of the superstructure - 75000 tons
Number of seismic isolation facilities - 90 -100 pcs
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Load capacity of each facility
Design structural motions
(displacements) of facilities

in vertical direction
horizontally in any direction

Natural mode frequencies
Load attenuation factor

- up to 900 tons

- 200 mm
- 300 mm
- 02-03 Hz
- 20-30

These seismic isolation facilities had proved their high reliability by long-term
operation without failures, including operation of rubber-cord sealing. Each facility after
tests during manufacturing and gas-charging is capsulized and therefore require no
maintenance under operation. Each facility functions independently and can be
separately disassembled if need be.

As is well known, under the conditions of long-period seismic effect of deep-focal
earthquakes the structure with low-frequency seismic isolation system commits large
relative displacements. To decrease them the NPP in question is provided with
additional viscous-liquid isolators whenever necessary.

The calculations which were completed using modern technique have shown that
application of the proposed low-frequency multicomponent seismic isolation system
leads to sharp decrease of loads on each story of a building (ten to thirty times) in
comparison with the values realized in the isolator-free modification.

Thus it is possible in highly seismic regions to use either non-seismic or
low-reinforced equipment that considerably reduces common costs of NPP construction
keeping valid the strict requirements imposed to its reliability.

Relative displacements for the reactor building with VVER six hundred fourty under
earthquake with acceleration 05 g were in the worth case 400 mm and 120 mm in the
vertical and horizontal directions respectively. Angular rotation of the block in the
vertical plane did not exceed 0.0015.

The important feature of the system is its weak dependence on frequency
characteristics of the design seismic load within a range from 0.6 Hz and higher. It is the
most saturated part of the seismic ground motions spectrum. This situation defines a
weak effect of accuracy of seismic prognosis on the efficiency of seismic load decrease.

When designing liquid-metal reactors the blocks of approximately 140 megawatt are
used at present. Because of this, as a rule, embedment in structures of mine-type shallow
deposition are under consideration. Modular construction of NB-type reactors, which are
placed in underground mines, facilitates solving the problem of building seismic
isolation. Compactness of reactors and relatively small mass create favorable conditions
for development of universal structure, non-critical to seismic effect.

Considering the embedded location of reactor a relatively high-frequency area
(2 - 10 Hz) prevails in input spectrum. In this case the most effective is application of
low-frequency seismic-isolation devices, ensuring free running frequency of isolated
building in the range of 03 - 0.4 Hz.

As such devices we can apply supporting pneumatic-cord or pneumatic-hydraulic
isolators with load-carrying capacity of 200-400 tons. Placement of supporting isolators
on the level of reactor center of mass permits to ensure its high stability during
vibrations of the system and respectively - small size of angular vibrations (you can see it
on the figure 2).

In our design the isolator represents a block which contains a guiding telescopic unit,
two pneumatic isolators and two base plates. Fixing the isolated facility in the initial
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position in horizontal direction is ensured by a flat site on the spherical plate which
realizes preliminary tension at seismic isolator power parameter.

The type of isolators considered above has an increased level of fire extinguishing
safety, since practically all its elements other than rubber-cord cover are metal, and the
above-mentioned rubber-content elements are located inside the unit parts and
separated from the environment. Maintenance of high level of fire extinguishing safety
is also assisted by the use of gaseous nitrogen for filling the isolators.

In order to determine the efficiency of isolating devices application for reactor
seismic isolation we had conducted a series of dynamic load designs for kinematic effect
of damped reactor behavior. The effects answered the accelerogramms of the most
severe earthquakes. As a design model we used a rod-type system, shown in figure 3.
Reactor is presented by the rod-type system which consists of two vertical rods and
lumped masses of 550 tons, which is equal to mass of reactor.

The upper rod has flexural vibrations frequency 5 Hz. Lower non-damped rod is
entered for taking into account the reactor geometry. The horizontal motion of the
system under effect of horizontal and vertical component of seismic load (seismic load
amplitude is 0.5 g) was under consideration. The action was considered as applied in
points of placement of the protection structure bracings with isolated block. Evaluation
of parameters of reactor motion was carried out with the use of finite-element method.
Integration was implemented with Newmark-Wilson method. Analysis of the results of
isolated unit dynamic load design indicates, that there was observed a considerable
reduction of peak acceleration amplitude in comparison with the values, which were
realized in non-isolated design. Reduction factor reaches the value 15.

Thus the peak dynamic vertical and horizontal displacements of the block base were
approximately 0.18 m and 0.16 m respectively, and horizontal displacement of reactor
relatively its base were approximately 9 mm. In this case, using the low-frequency
isolating makes the response spectra more smooth.

It is quite evident, that selection of particular type of general seismic isolation system
depends on many factors, the main of which is consideration of the seismic and
geological state of a construction site, as well as cost considerations. In some cases, for
example, if there is a deep layer of soft soil it is more expedient to apply a
single-component seismic isolation system for decrease of prevailing horizontal
component of the earthquake effect.

In Russia we has developed a series of similar systems with sliding supports, dynamic
columns, steel rubber bearings, dry friction isolating devices. Along them it is to be noted
a new hydraulic and frictional system of general seismic isolation, in which the gaps
between upper and lower base slabs are filled with thin layer of fluid. Fluid is under
adjustable hydrostatic pressure, and the initial state of layer is ensured with the aid of
flexible membrane, installed at the foundation edge. Such a system appears to be
effective if the NPP construction site has weak soils and permits to diminish the soil
pressure by increase of dimensions of base slab at uniform load distribution.

2. GROUP AND LOCAL SYSTEMS OF SEISMIC ISOLATION

For protection of NPP facilities and equipment nowadays in Russia we apply systems of
group and local seismic isolation. Thus area of primary use of various seismic isolation
systems is determined by their designation, namely:
- system of group seismic isolation are intended for protection of equipment, located, as

a rule, in one building or in its part;
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- system of local isolation are used for protection of one or several units of equipment,
predominantly process-related blocks.

For nuclear facilities there is developed a series of isolating devices, which can be
used for creation of systems, ensuring the required degree of equipment protection.

The systems which are most extensively developed from the structural point of view
and has been put through experimental tests are the systems of group seismic isolation
with spring devices, power parameter of which is formed due to compression and shear
elastic strains of the spring (you can see it on the figures 4 and 5).

When solving the problem of group isolation we can use suspended and supporting
bracings of isolated and protected structures. In suspension systems the structure
(platform) is attached to building construction elements: to floors, walls, columns - with
the aid of flexible (cables) or rigid (links) connections. Attachment of these connections
to seismic isolators is performed with the aid of hinges, blocks and other mechanical
units.

The suspension is made with the help of links, in which there are used the units, that
sustain the loads perpendicular to their deformation axis (for example, isolator,
presented in figure 4).

Otherwise a cable suspension is applied. In the schemes a preliminary tension is
realized and additional isolating of horizontal vibrations of the structure due to energy
dissipation in cable suspension elements is ensured.

In support systems the installation of platforms is carried out with use of various
rolling bearings, which create resetting force, acting on the structure.

Arrangement of support units on the structure depends on the location of
load-carrying elements, building configuration, as well as isolated building geometry.
Selection of support units layout is determined by total weight of protected equipment
and platform, load-carrying capacity of units, as well as maximum conceivable height of
main platform beams.

Suspension members attachment to the structure is carried out as follows:
- rigid fixing of seismic isolator casing. Attachment unit is high-reliable: load from the

structure is transferred directly to isolator, there are no transitional members in tension,
compression or bending;
- seismic isolator or suspension members are attached by umbilical dowelled

connections (threaded connections or with the aid of axis) to construction-welded jacking
adapters.

Attachment of suspension to building constructions is carried out with the aid of
brackets, installed on pins of embedded pieces. Embedded pieces are predominantly of
the following type:
- anchor pins, projecting from floor or covering;
- beyond-anchor steel-iron plate, to which the adapter plate with tapped pin holes is

welded.
When the platform center of gravity doesn't coincide with the center of stiffness of

seismic isolation systems balancing of the structure is to be carried out. The purpose of
this balancing is horizontal installation (suspension) of the structure in horizontal
position. As isolation devices for local seismic isolation systems we mainly use all-metal
units with elastic plastic operating elements mainly. These units are space (six-axis)
isolators, operating elements of which are performed as space-located curvilinear rods.
During the load input this curvilinear rods experience elastoplastic deformations,
ensuring substantial decrease of transmitted dynamic loads due to active energy
dissipation on sections of plastic deformation.
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When designing local seismic isolation systems there are allowed various layouts of
protected equipment. Thus "symmetrical" layouts, in which it is possible to align the
center of gravity and the center of system stiffness are preferable. Selection of one of
these schemes is determined by mass- dimension characteristics of protected equipment
and peculiarities of building structural layouts, where this equipment is located.

Depending on the aspect ratio we distinguish low, average and high equipment (you
can see it on the Figure 6).

For the low and average equipment isolating the most widely used are suspended and
(or) supporting schemes.

For protection of high equipment there are used supporting and stopping,
supporting-spacer and console suspension schemes. When selecting the suspension
scheme it is required to take into account the possibilities of isolators attachment to
equipment, which, in main, are determined by :
- design of equipment and utility systems;
- operational requirements;
- requirements on installation;
- aspect ratio of equipment and seismic isolators.

Modes of Isolator attachment to bearing elements are conditioned by:
- requirements on arrangement of equipment in rooms of buildings;
- characteristics of layout of the building, in which the equipment should be installed;
- limitations on building utilities layout and their supply to equipment;
- availability of embedded pieces and opportunity of their installation.

Selection of structural approaches of seismic isolation, ensuring protection of
equipment is carried out in accordance with requirements of industrial Norms and
Standards.

Procedure of seismic isolation selection and design as a rule is multistaged. It
incorporates the stages of preliminary selection of facility parameters, design assessment
of dynamic efficiency of system, selection of structural layout and refined calculation.
Thus, taking into consideration the results, received on various stages, necessary
correction and verification of parameters of system are carried out: stiffness and inertial
characteristics of isolated building, power specifications of units, conditions of
equipment placement and fixing.

As initial data for realization of selection procedure the following information is
required:
1. Data on possible effects:
- parameters of building motions, presented as time dependencies on acceleration,

speed and displacement of equipment installation positions;
- ratio of effects, possible temporary intervals between them.

Parameters of motion can be specified in analytical or table form with a step not
more than 0.1 - 02 of the minimum duration of separate input half-waves or in the
form, suitable for direct computer input from data carriers (magnetic tapes, drums,
floppies, hard disks etcetera). 2. Data on the protected facility:
- geometrical and inertial parameters of protected facilities;
- preliminary layouts (equipment arrangement scheme) with indication of possible gaps

for seismic isolation placement and functioning;
- coordinates of attachment of engineering utilities (cable links) and information on

their elastic-dissipative characteristics;
- values of building seismic stability when fixed according to specifications, as well as

the data on resonance frequency of equipment;
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- information on disturbing forces and moments, created by operating vibration-active
equipment (if it is available).

As a criteria for dynamic seismic isolation efficiency we use the relation between the
required and actual seismic stability. Data on the actual seismic stability are given in
corresponding literature or are determined experimentally. Values of required seismic
stability are determined at seismic isolation dynamics design under the conditions of
seismic input.

3. EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES SEISMIC
ISOLATION SYSTEMS

Substantially nonlinear characteristics of seismic isolation nuclear facilities,
ambiguity of parameters of space, in general case, seismic effect of earthquake, special
responsibility of the facilities to be protected cause the necessity of detailed experimental
testing of the proposed systems efficiency, verification of design methods, determination
of optimization methods of structural system design.

In Russia a complex of seismic shake tables, the largest of which has seismic
platform with dimension 13x9 meters and load-carrying capacity to 600 tons, exists and
more than twenty years functions. In 1996-97 we created a stand for dynamic testings of
full-scale fragments of seismic isolated structures with dimension 22x6x73 meters.

Modes of testings reproduce disastrous earthquake load conditions, ensure the
possibility of adequate testings of protective behaviour of general, group and local
seismic isolation systems.

Nowadays the summarized Norms and Standards which determine the order of
design, calculation and operation of nuclear facilities seismic isolation systems in Russia
are under development. As a whole the design, methodical and experimental base for
creation of such documents may be assessed as close to completion. Editing the norms
should be completed this year.
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